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America' s Most Comprehensive Law School Newspaper
"To deprive a man of his
opinion is to rob posterity
and the existing genera-
tion7. If it be right, then
they are deprived of ex-
changing error for truth.
If it be wrong, they are
deprived of illuminating
the impression of truth as




Hastings College of the Law
February 27, 1965 San Francisco, California V
To Hear L~~ItileiuTrlf ic Council ni nie
The Participants Assembled
judges, prosecutors an dother traffic court officals from
the Western states region met here, at Hastings, February
22-26, to hear some twenty experts discuss developments in
the improvement of traffic courts.
The conference, which was the eighteenth annual meet-
ing for the Western States, was conducted by the American
Bar Association's Traffic Court Program and the Traffic In-
stitute of Northwestern University in cooperation with the
University of California's Hastings College of the Law.
More than eighty traffic court
judges, prosecuters a n d court director of the National Safety
clerks from seventeen states at- Council's religious activities sec-
tended the five day meeting. The tion. The clergymen consisted of
speakers and panelists included Rabbi Irving I. Hausman, Father
leading traffic court specialists, Anthony, Father Joseph Farra-
prosecutors, law enforcement of- her, and Canon Robert E. Hog-
ficers and safety experts. gard.
Dea S a m m i s addressed the Amongo the local San Francisco
gathering on the opening of the speakers w e r e Mr. James M.
five day conference. Following Canon, clerk of the San Fran-
the dean, those present heard cisco municipal court, who ad-
from James P. Economous, Chi- dressed the conference on "Traf-
cago, Director of the Ameiican fiVoltnsBra - eh
Bar Association's Traffic Court nique," and Judge Cronin of the
Program; R o b e r t L. Donigan, S a n Francisco Superior Court,
Chicago, counsel for Northwest- speaking on "Juvenile Traffic Vi-
ern University Traffic Institute, olators." T h o s e in attendance
and Roy A. Bronson, prominent were also given the opportunity
San Francisco attorney and also to observe members of the San
vice-chairman of the American Francisco p o 1 i c e Department
Bar Association's standing com- deinonstrate collection and evalu-
mittee on Traffic Court Program. ation of evidence through the
Mr. Economous headed a discus- use of radar and by measurement
sion on judicial i-esponsibilities of skidmarks.
which was followed a n d aug- The Ti-affic Confei-ence also
mented by Mr. Bradford Critten- closely scrutinized the Uniform
den, Commissioner of the Call- Vehicle code and such concepts
fornia Highway Patrol, who out- as "periodic Vehicle Inspection."
lined to the conference the re- Tepolmo h Dikn
sponsibilities of the police to the Thieroblemn o the "Drinking
court. Driver" and best ways of coping
On f te Ighlght ofth with them were discussed on the
weklong et5a a xm final day of the conference. Pre-
ination of "Respect for Traffic ceigthefnlajumn,
Law Moal Apec." Te pnelDean Arthur M. Sammis of Hast-
for this discussion was made up incrs collegoe of the Law presented
of pri-om inae nt San Francisco Cetfcae fPatcpaint
clergy and Mr. Harold J. HolmesCetifcaes f Prtciptio t
eighteenth annual Western Re-
gional Traffic Court Conference.
One problem unfortunately not
discussed by the honorable
judges and prosecutors present
is of utmost importance to many
Hastings students. That problem
being-"What to do about the
parking tickets?" We hope that
the traffic conference will effec-
tively deal with this acute prob-
lem at their next meeting.
SUPREME COURT
APPOINTS JURIST
SPECIA L MA STER
Hearings in a dispute arising
out of the shifting Missouri Riv-
er boundar-y between Nebraska
and Iowa will open at Omaha
this summer, Judge J. Warren
Madden of the University of
California's Hastings College of
the Law announced. He noted,
however, that he has set no spe-
cif ic date.
Judge Madden, professor of
Constitutional Law at Hastings
and retired Chief Judge of the
U. S. Court of Claims., was
appointed Special. Master by
the U. S. Supreme Court early
this month to hear the evi-
dence in the case and report
his findings to the Supreme
Court.
When first the State of Iowa
a.id later the State of Nebraska
were admitted to the Union, the
Missouri River was the boundary
between them. By slow and grad-
ual processes of nature, and
sometimes by sudden and con-
vulsive changes of its course, the
river has made the actual loca-
tion of the boundary a trouble-
some problem. In 1943 the two
states made a treaty or an agree-
ment locating the boundary. The
Constitution of the United States
provides that states may make
such agreements only if Congress
gives its consent. Congress con-
sented to the 1943 agreement.
Now Nebraska claims that
Iowa has violated and is vio-
lating the 1943 agreement in
certain respects. The Consti-
tution gives to the Supreme
Court of the United States
original jurisdiction in contro-
versies between states, and
Congress has by statute pro-
vided that the Supreme Court's
jurisdiction in such cases shall
be "exclusive." That means
-Continued on Page 11
Judge Madden
- Dean Prosser at his recent Lincoln Day Recital
The evening of Lincoln's birthday, Professor William L.
Prosser presented. another of his readings of American Lit-
erature. As befitted the occasion, the theme of the readings
was the character of Lincoln. To many of those who have
attended Dean Prosser's other readings, it was no surprise
that he chose to present his picture of Lincoln from some
of the more obscure pieces of literature, some of which have
been all but forgotten by succeeding generations.-_____
The selections seemed to
have been chosen for the pur- the nation. Though inspired by
pose of presenting a more in- selfless motives, this strategy
timate view of Lincoln than proved to be personally success-
the traditional one of War ful for Lincoln in 1860.
Leader and Freeer of the In the later- selections, Stephen
Slaves. Each of the selections Vincent Benet's Antietam and
emphasized the many faceted Vachel Lindsay's Abraham Lin-
personality of Lincoln, giving coln Walks at Midnight, Dean
the listener some insight into P rosser presented the religious
the whole man. Lincoln,. a man filled with an
Appropriately enough, Dean
Prosser's introduction to Lincoln,
taken from a short story by
American author Winston
Churchill, told of the dialogue
which preceded a young law-
yer's first encounter with 'Abe."
The site was a country inn in
northern Illinois, on the eve of
the Lincoln-Douglas debates. The
innkeeper tells how to recog-
nize Lincoln, as "there being
nobody uglier than I can think
of than old Abe." From this first
impression one is lead to expect
something much different than
the shrewd, farsighted, tactical
politician that later appears. The
rough and awkward appeai-ance,
to some an object of humor-,
proved a disguise to lure his op-
position into fatal complacency.
In all of the selections, ther-e
was a theme of Lincoln's great
humility, and selfless devotion to
his ideals. One piece told of how
Lincoln deliberately raised the
issue of slavery in the 1858 Sen-
ate race with Stephen Douglas,
though this tack was sui-e to lose
the election for Lincoln. Yet Lin-
coln sacrificed his seat in the
Senate so that Douglas would be
conveniently pigeonholed there,
and not be any thi-eat for the
Presidency, and to the unity of
unwavering sense of cdutyt10 is
country. These presented Lin-
coin, weary in the turmoil of an
unheartening war, yearning for
a victory-not to provide martial
satsfctinbut as a sigrn from
some supreme being that h-is
cause was right and just. Antie-
tam was the victory prayed for,
and provided the Union with the
national credence necessary to
make the Emancipation Procla-
mation a viable document, and to
prevent Great Britain from rec-
-Continued on Page 2,
IN MEMORIAM
Felix Frankfurter., the mem-
orable and outsooken "happy
hotdog" of the New Deal, who,
despite his firm convictions of
right and wrong, became the
court's most articulate spokesman
for the doctrine of judicial re-
straint. The judicial antithesis of
Justice Black, Frankfurter clung
steadfastly to the notion that
social change should be carried
out by the branches of govern-
ment immediately responsive to
the electorate, and that the courts
should neither anticipate nor re-
tard the efforts of the legislative
in this area. Justice Frankfurter
retired from the Supreme Court
after a 1962 stroke, which he
felt would leave him unable to
assume his normal work load.
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Will you be ready to meet your first client? Will you
k~now how to approach his problem? What will you ask him?
These are questions most law students are hesitant to answcr,
or at least. to answer in the affirmative. There are somie
students, however, who wvill be ready to answer the questions
at graduation-those who have taken the opportunity to
enter Hastings' Legal Internship.
Professor John S. Bradway, in lgladscey hnteds
1961, began a program at Hast-lgladscey hntedsing caledthe"Lea lnc trict attorney's office, and then
(Clnicbin laewer a the public defender's office. He
tients are studied). The idea of sopends eone thweek twiech 
the legral clinic was patterned g'ropThfurhatwihs
afe(helglIlncnrga new this year, is spent with one
started both at Har vard and at o e oute tony hhave goraduated from Hastings.A
Northwestern about 50 years ago. paro tdns ilseda
In 1929, Professor Bradway be-piofsuetwllpnda
tyan the first legal clinic in Cali- agrte ftn or wt6n
fornia at the University of South-oftesemndrngtesms
ern California under Dean Justin tr
.Millcr. In 1931, Professor Brad-
way and Dean Miller went to
Duke University in North Caro-
lina and began a state- wi7de
clinic. The law students at Duke,
while under supervision, helped
those people who could not af-
afford to pay an attorney for his
services.
Hastings' Legal Clinic began
ns an experiment. In the begin-
ning, there were no credi's given
for the course, but in one short
year it was proven to be w orlth
law school recognition. It is now
a two unit course. Yet the value
of the course exceeds its credit.
As Bill Larsen, a third year
student, has said, "A law stu-
dent shouldn't graduate without
it.' Mr. Larsen who hopes to be-
come District Attorney, f eels
that the practical experience he
n .- quired from this course is in-
x aluable. 1
.Mr. Henry C.,Krivetsky, who is
one of the attorneys that voluin-
teered to lend his services to
Professor Bradway, and-wno co-
ordinates the other attorneys in
the pro 'gram, says, "There is a
bigy lag between law school and
practice; Professor Bradway's
course is a step in the rigcht -di-
rection of bridging that goap.'
Basically, the Hastings' Legal
Clinic is broken dow n into two
phases. The first phase is dealt
with in the classroom. Twenty
students meet once a week with
Prof essor Bradway and a)re
taught an orderly method of ob-
taining the facts of a case, proc-
essing them, and dealing with
them. As Professor Bradway
states the pr..oblem, "When a cli-
ent comes to you he only brings
you the raw data. It's up to you,
as an attorney, to process this
data into workable facts." There
is a lot of dif-ference between
.reading a ease where the facts
are before you, and starting with
the client's bare problem. This
part of the course will help get
to the essential facts more
quickly. Professor Bradway's ex-
erc11ises are Cdesigned primarily to
practice like one." He feels that
a prospectiv e attorney, like a
mnedical intern, 'must be inter-
ested in the client as well as the
ease. After all, he is not only
dealing with facts, he is dealing
With people.
The field work, in -turn, is
divided into four basic areas.
The student first- visits -with the
At the legal aid society7, the
students interv iew clients. The
students sift through the clients'
data, and gret down to the bare
essentials. They do not advise
the clients; after they have fin-
ished the interview, the students
take the f acts to one of the at-
torneys working with the clinic,
and discuss the case with him.
They can listen while the at-
torney advises the client. Stu-
dent Larsen f eels this is an ex-
tremely important part of the
course - he feels one cannot
appreciate the difficulties in-
volved interviewing, a client un-
til it is actually experienced.
In the week the student spends
in the district attorney's office,
he has-an opportunity to see how
the prosecutor's office is run..He
also visits the detention cells and
sits in on interviews. My -,of
the students have also taken this
opportunity to talk to some of
the people who file complaints.
The third week is spent on the
other side of the fence. The stu-
dent observes how the public
defender prepares his defense.
Many students have been for-
tunate enough to be able to sit
in on a "bargaining session" be-
tween the public defender and
the district attorney. This gives
the student an opportunity to see
how both sides attempt to reach
a satisfactory compromise.
The fourth area, association
with a volunteer attorney, has
received great praise from both
the students and the attorneys
who have volunteered their time.
Professor Bradway discussed this
phase of the field work with Mi'.
Krivetsky (class of 1960), Mr.
Kriventsky demonstrated his en-
thusiasm with the program, by
saying, "Most attorneys f eel
there should be an internship for
prospective attorneys." Krivet-
sky's enthusiasm radiated quickly
in the bay area. With practically
no difficulty he acquired nine
more volunteers that partici-
pated-- in -the -prog ramc last sv% emes a-
the raw data. They go as far as
developinig the deposition. The
value of this experience is not
measureable in units of credit.
According to Professor Brad-
way, there are three essential
requisites to getting into the le-
gfal clinic- course. The first is
strong -interest- and -overwhelni-
An Odle, Owl
Mark Professor
Osborne Going EIIM IRELA
The last meeting of Professor
George Osborne's mortgage class
was a memorable one. On be-
half of the entire class, Charles
Brigham presented Pr ofessor Os-
borne with a bronze figurine of
ain owl.
The entire class id contrib-
uted for the glift, which was
guiven to Professor Osborne as a
going away present. The profes-
sor is going on a cruise to Africa.
Speaking for the class, Mr. Brig-
ham said that the owl figurine
was intended to suggest the leg-
endary wisdom of that bird, as
weli as remind Professor Os-
borne of his home in San Fran-
cisco. The professor resides at
the Bohemian Club, which has
the owl as its insignia.
Mr. Binogham continued to say
that the class had consideired
Professor Osborne's lec,-tures en-
joyable and valJuable. He then
read a poe-m which had been
band lettered by C. G. Norris.
another member of the class, and
firamed for presentation. The
poem is reproduced below.
Th e Owl7 and the Prof essor
are goingF to sea
To Africa's shores on a ship;
And the emerging nations
at their destination
Are heralding, news of the
trip.
His expertise leg'al our men-
tor will lend
To the natives to put to- good
And property 'security they'll-
soon comprehe~nd,
No matter how lax or obtuse.
Absence and indolence loud-
ly deploring,
The Professor with all of his
might
'Will with vigor denounce
Send the fondest farewells
from us all,
And with hon boyage wishes
wAe heartily urge
Th-a he hurry back home in
the Fall!
ingo enthusiasm. Second, one must
be the type of an individual who
will treat each field exerclse as
a business appointment. (With
respect to those students who
took the course last semester,
Mr. Krivetsky, with his fellow at-
torneys, commented favorably on
the mature and enthusiastic at-
titude expressed by the stu-
dents.) And third, one must have
at least a 74.0 overall average
after your sa'.ond year.
The Hastings' Legal Clinic is
one that many attorneys could
well have used before practice.
There is no substitute for exper-
ience, and this course is designed
to give, the, student some of that
experience he needs to be pre-
,pared for meeting his first -client.
PICTURED ABOVE are Hastings students who recently be-
came U.C. Med Center Basketball Champs by upseff-ing the
local Medico teams.
Ever since Wilt "the stilt" left for Philadelphia, and the
Warriors began their losing ways, a great sports void was left
in San Francisco. But recently that void was filled. by a ncwm
star rising in the- basketball heavens, the Hastings "light-
fingered five plus four." In a year when U.C.L.A. all but
dominated the basketball world, these nine stalwarts have
run, shot and elbowed their way to dizzying heights of glory.
The team consists of Stan Rodin, fouling specialist and
captain of the hardy group; Steve Marpet, Bill Cover, Ale6x
Selvin, Jeff ("I'll shoot at anything") Lugash, Ed Hales (re-
nowned for his jump shots), Milt Kane, Steve Schumacker.
and last but not least "Wild Bill" Harrison. All stars in their,
own right,.h. ropatrbts its' great success- to "4team
play",anid ftheir ability to function as a well oiled machine.
GREATEST SUCCESS
T h e i r 'crowningf achiev Nement peating their conquest of the hap-
came in their devastating sweep less medicos. Confident of vie-
last November. In the final game tory, the team is expecting the
of the U. C. Med. Center league combination of Jeff Lugash and
they encountered the always in- Ed "Hoss" Hales to ous shine
ged Dental school team, but the West andI Baylor, with their fast
dentists met their match in the breaks, -full court press and hid-
dribbling barristers, who defeat- den ball tricks.
ed them by one point-and so
captured the much coveted Med.
Center Crown. In their quest for PR S E
the City Championship the hoop-
sersencountered a, stumbling REA D IN G
block, losing the championship
game by one point in a sudden Continuzed front Page 1-
death overtime. W h en asked ogingteCfdray sa
about the possibilities for taking belgeat
the City League next year, a bLlignnsqaiie fhmlt
spokesman for t h e team pre-.Landcomp'assiwereofdhamicl-
ferred not to answer until the alycoprestdin wDea Prosser'
final grades came out. l rsne nDa 
rse'
Outsandig payerwas lex rendition of a short, story byOuttaningplaer as lex MarI Shipman Andirews. The
Selvin. Alex received this honour story told of how Lincoin had
by acclamation of t he entirebenfldwihagatsseo
team. As one member put it "notbenfldwihagatsseo
only can Alex shoot, dribble, set inadequacy after his Gettysburg
up plays and r11un, he also has ac- speech. Anothei orator of the
cess to a Xerox machine and -a day had apparently been the
good set of Wick's. Playing out pieatatodlxc-n
of Lowell high school, the tea-m speech several tiimes lung5er than
has time and agaiin attempted to Lno1n.Noapauehd0re
switch its home court to more le- ed Lincoln at the conclusion of
gal surroundings: but Mr. Moore his speech on the battlefield.
has adamantly refused to make BakizahngotePsi
the Sutro room available, dent was morose, with thehumble opinion that he was poor
THE FUTURE as a speaker.' Later that day.
In a special interview w i t h Lincoln-through a chance oc-
Ccaptain Stan Rodin, Mr. R ord In !crrence v-%isited a d1 7ing con
assured theVir Direthat. n- fe-deri'atesoldier -Aan Army hosl
At present 'the,-team: has* en- the divergent qualities that made
ered nthrleague At U.,C Lincoln the great President and
Med. Center with hopes of re- great human that hie was.:
Has4 ings College of the Law February 27, 1965Page 2
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Pro f. Updegraff Has "Voir Dire"Marks Third
Had Col rful Career
The "65 Club" at Hastings was enhanced in the fall se-
mester by the addition to the faculty of professor Clarence
M. Updegraff, an eminent authority in the field of labor law.
Professor Updegraff was born in Dallas, Iowa, on June
10, 1893. His father was a descendant of one of the founders
of Germantown, Pennsylvania, in the 17th century. His
mother was a member of the famous Adams family of New
England. One of his grandfathers was killed in the Civil War.
Professor Updegraff was raised on his father's horse ranch
until he was thirteen years of age; at this tender age his
father died, quite suddenly and unexpectedly. From that
time on he struck out on his own. For two years he traveled
via freight trains from Denver to many parts of the United
States. An uncle in Idaho employed him as a ranch hand, as
did several other ranchers in those early years.
At the agie of fifteen he en-
listed in the Navy at Denver- and
completed his boot camp induc-
tion at the Naval Training Cen-
ter at Yerba Buena Island. From
1908 to 1912 the Navy became
his official occupation. Though
he wished for combat duty,
World War I saw him teaching~~
navigation.
It was during his hitch in the
Navy that professor Updegraff
invested uin a set of High School
text books for the purpose of
gaining more education. After
being honorably discharged, he
enrolled in Iowa City Academy,
a highly rated prep school. The
text books which he had pur-
chased evidently were put to
good use because he was allowed
to skip all but the final year- of
high school after demonstrating
his ability by passing extensive
examinations.
In 1913, the last year- before a
college degree became a re-
quisite for admittance into the
study of law, professor Upde-
graff enrolled at the University
of Iowa College of Law. At Iowa
he distinguished himself as a
scholar and exerted his organi-
zational ability by becoming a
founder- of the Iowa Law Re-
view. His academic excellence
qualified him to become a mem-
ber of the Or-der of the Coif.
Once out of Law School, he
tried his hand at politics and was
equally successful in that he was
elected to the off ice of city at-
torney for Iowa City in 1917. In
his first year in this position he
revised the city ordinances and
single handedly saved 'the city
from having to purchase an ex-
pensive fire truck. The latter
was made possible through his.
knowledge of contracts. One
year after being elected to the
office of city attorney he was
offered and accepted a full pro-
fessorship at Louisiana State
University. While teaching law,
he enrolled as an undergraduate
and pursued a liberal arts cur-
riculum to further broaden his
education.
John B. Decker and Sons re-
tained him for two years as a
general counsel, after he had
been a teacher for approximate-
ly two years. Once again he was
called back to the academic
world by being appointed as pro-
fessor of law at George Wash-
ington University. It was at G.
W. U. that he completed his
studies for and was awarded his
bachelor's degree in liberal arts
in 1923.
From G.W.U. he went to Har-
vard Law School on a Thayer
teaching fellowship. As a Har-
vard fellow he again distin-
guished himself by the attain-
ment of an S.J.D. degree and
thereby formally completed his
education. Most law students are
ecstatic at the thought of becom-
ing a member of the Order of
Coif. But professor Updegraff
considers this accomplishment as
merely secondary, when com-
pared with the f act that he was
able to achieve a grade average
of 82, -when the minimum re-
quired cumulative percentage for
an "A" was only 75.
In 1926 he returned to the
State University of Iowa to
serve as an assistant to the
president while teaching. In 1961,
compulsory retirement forced
the professor to leave S.U.I.
Their loss has become our gain,
-Continued an Page 11
Anniversary
This issue of the Voir Dir-e is
the largest and most compre-
hensive produced since the in-
ception of the paper three years
ago. This issue also marks the
attainment of this journal as t6he
foremost publication of its type
in the United States.
Law school newspaper-s are of
relatively recent origin; the old-
est, the Harvard Law Record,
has been extant for less than two
decades. The Voir Dire, in con-
trast with the relatively vener-
able Record, did not see the first
light of day until February of
1962. That first issue, comprised
of four eight-by-ten pages, was
handset in its entirety by the
members of its staff. The eight
man staf f operated then on a
budget of $30 for that first issue,
which featured two photogr-aphs
and six news stories.
It was not until volume three,
number one that the paper was
produced by the letterpress
method. That issue, the first of
the 1963-64 academic year, was
something of an anomaly; not
only was it the only six page
issue ever pr-oduced, but it was
the only one to be printed on
white matte paper. All prior is-
sues had been printed on gloss
paper; the next issue marked the
Voir Dire's transition to a true
journalistic medium.
The second issue of volume
three, and all subsequent issues
of that year were printed in the
genre which now has become the
standard for the newspaper.
Copy, after editing and typing,
is sent to the printer, Garrett
Press. Staff members then take
the resulting galleys and com-
pose the layout of each page of
the particular issue. Photographs
are taken separately to the en-
graver, who delivers them to the
printer for the final composi-
tion of the paper. After the mem-
bers of the staff have composed
the headlines 'and photo cap-
tions, and dictated the typ style
ceed $2500 this year, with the
student council providing $1000.
A greater diversity of content is,
and will be, incorporated than
ever before. Yet it is ironic that
the present staff boasts but
twelve members- ,only four more
than that of the first issue. Con-
tinued increments in the quality
of the newspaper demand more
than additional expertise; there
must be greater depth from
which to dr-aw. That, at the
moment, is the only limiting fac-
tor in the progress of the Voir
Dire. It is hoped that, as the
quality of the, paper continues to
increase, more people will ex-
press their interest in helping
to secure its publication.
INTERNATIONAL
A WEST GERMAN war crimes court this month acquit-
ted one former aid of Adolf Eichmann of charges of mass
murder of Hungarian Jews after it had sentenced another
to a five-year term he will not have to serve due to prior
imprisonment. As the statute of limitations on Nazi criminals
draws nearer, U.S. Supreme Court Justice ARTHUR J.
GOLDBERG last week announced his wishes for an exten-
sion of the prosecutions.
SOVIET RUSSIA'S top court has freed University of
California student Peter N. Landerman following his 16
month imprisonment for killing a Russian pedestrian in a
traffic accident near Minsk. Landerman was the last Ameri-
can known to be in a Russian jail.
NATIONAL
The U.S. SUPREME COURT has agreed to review a San
Francisco decision by a three-man Federal Court panel last
November involving the constitutionality of a 1962 law re-
stricting mail delivery of communist propaganda mail from
abroad. Locally, the law was challenged by Leif Heilberg, a
Danish-born 31-year-old tool maker who wanted to receive
a Communist Chinese propaganda pamphlet, and was re-
quired by the statute to request the delivery in writing. He
failed to make the request, fearing it might jeopardize his
becoming a U.S. citizen.
THE U.S. SUPREME COURT has affirmed lower court
rulings on legislative reapportionment in Colorado, New
York and Virginia amid expressio n of concern from two
justices over the discretionary leeway they said was being
left to the courts. Locally, a CALIFORNIA POLL has re-
vealed that Californians see some benefits in reapportion-
ment, but they are willing to consider the proposal to amend
the U.S. Constitution to allow States to retain geographic rep-
resentation in one house of their Legislature if the wish.
The MISSISSIPPI SUPREME COURT this month threw
out the conviction of a Negro for raping a white woman. It
specified for the first time strict legal requirements for the
use of Negroes in jury service and for the speedy arraign-
ment of arrested persons.
CALIFORNIA
CALIFORNIA'S COURTS broke all records last year by
receiving more than 10 million filings, including more than
4 / million parking violations. The 20th biennial report of
the Administrative Office of the Courts sho wed that the
States 926 judges received 10,014,635 complaints, petitions,
citations and other legal papers during the year ended June
30,71964.
EARL WARREN JR. was appointed this month by Gov.
Brown to the State Board of Control. Warren, 35, is a Sacra-
mento attorney and a Democrat. His father is the former Re-
publican Governor of California, and the present Chief Jus-
tice of the U.S. Supreme Court.
California Attorney General THOMAS C. LYNCH has an-
nounced an eight-point legislative program to tighten con-
trols on narcotics preparations, crackdown on dangerous
drug peddlers and treatment of drug addicts. In launching
his first legislative program as Attorney General, the former
San Francisco district attorney arranged for legislative au-
thors from both parties.
LOCAL
The nation's first full-time, paid federal public defend-
ers office will open in SAN FRANCISCO, Chief Federal
District Judge George B. Harris has announced. Harris has
named Valentine C. Hammack, 68, veteran San Francisco
attorney, as administrator of the San Francisco Legal Aid
Society's Federal Criminal Defenders Office. Hammick is a
former Assistant U.S. Attorney General. The office was made
possible through a $68,000 grant from the National Legal
Aid Society out of Ford Foundation Funds.
San Francisco attorney MELVIN BELLI has filed a $7,-
125,000 suit against the San Francisco National Bank, its de-
posed president, and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora-
tion. The suit was. filed on behalf of two San Francisco in-
vestors who claim that the bank's president had converted
to his own use a deposit of $250,000.
Construction has begun on the EARL WARREN LEGAL
CENTER on the campus of the University of California,
Berkeley. A classroom addition and a- seven-story dormitory
will complete the Boalt Hall complex at a cost of $3,315,000.
The three units in the east wing of Boalt are expected to be
finished in. about two years. The project will contain a re-
search center with a "living laboratory of -the law," classroom
space for an ultimate enrollment of 1000, and. a dormitory
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Hastings wvas peopled withi neurotics last month. They
were the third year students, faced wiN7th a slew of f inal
examinations in one-semester courses-.rTher~e were enough
exams to make the ten-day period allotted for exams pro-
ceed briskly, to say the -least.
Yet these students wxere not debilitated by a short
schedule per se; rather, it was the fact that this had been
combined with the normal load of class preparation just
antecedent to the start of the exam period. Indeed, some
classes were reprimanded sharply for not being properly
prepared for the class meetings just before the end of the
semester.
It migrht be contended that these classes were all of lesser
unit weight than two-semester courses, and therefore the
load was not so heav~y as the sheer number of exam-s would
suggest. This "formula" rationale is illusory- The amount of
pr-eparation necessary for an exam does not diminish in
direct proportion to the weight of the course.
Now, some four weeks after the conclusion of the
exam per iod, these students are on tenterhooks of a differ-
ent sort. Not one grade has been announced. Rumor has it
that the grades w~ill not be posted until the middle of
March.
Admittedly, the burden of grading examinations is ex-
cessive with some professors, who teach more than one
course, or who have to grade each product of the legions of
first year students. And some delay is well worth having
the professor, rather than assistants, review the examina-
tions.
We think, though, that there is lattitude for improvement
in both these aspects of the chronology of semester examina-
tions. We propose:
o Scheduling a week without classes before the start of
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PERSPEC TIJ7E
Alas, we in this century are
truly fortunate, for many of
our more "liberal" politicians
have devised a way by which
to solve all of the world's
problems. The new panacea
is called "Negotiation"; now
don't confuse this with the
old brand of negotiation,
needing two valid claims be-
fore a compromise can be
reached. Our new concept
does away with the old need
for two valid claims-one is
plenty, the other party need
just claim, claim anything,
vwhether he has a right to it
or not. The wrongdoer mere-
ly put in his claim for the
other's property, the parties
then "negotiate," and, under
our modern concept, the true
owner backs down so as to
avoid an ugly scene. Some
may call this "blackmail,"
others "robbery," but not our
ultra-liberals. To them it's
negotiation and will cure any-
thing from hives to diseases
of the Liver.
Now don't scoff; think of
the possibilities this new
concept has in our daily lives.
Crime will be a thing of the
past and our capitalistic so-
ciety will be transformed into
a modern Utopia. If a robber
wants your money, he'll
merely demand it, negotia-
tions will then ensue and, to
avoid any type of violence,
you'll hand over at least half
of your ready cash. (Won't it
be wonderful?) But that isn't
all, for the impact on our
foreign policy will be magni-
ficent. We'll have a chance to
try our new brand of nego-
tiation on the entire world.
Why Russia could claim
Alaska; Mexico the South-
vwestern States! E n g l an d
could claim New York; China
could claim Chinatown; Cuba
peasement but these people
are obviously not students of
history. Had Churchill been
more of a modern "thinker"
and negotiated with Hiler
while his divisions were over-
running the continent, Wor-ld
War I1 could easily have been
avoided. Had Roosevelt "Ne-
gotiated" with the Japanese
after Pearl Harbour, they
would have more than likely
settled for just the Philip-
pines. We must also forgive
Lincoln for not having the
foresight that our "Liberals"
have today and failing to
"Negotiate" with the South-
ern States.
But these are all things of
the past; from now on we will.
be an enlightened nation. We
will1 recognize Ho Chi Minh
for the friend of peace that
he really is, and McNamara
fur the warmonger he's
turned out to be. Wherever
we may meet adversity there
will no longer be any ques-
tion of what our pollCy
should be, we'll merely "pull
out." Pull out of Southeast
Asia; its not our worry. Puill
out of Europe and let them
settle their own squabbles.
The Pacific and Atlantic
oceans will be our protective
walls; after all, merely be-
cause we are the strongest
and richest nation in the free
world is no reason why we
should strive to keep others
relatively free.
ISOLATIONISM?
This type of policy should
not be confused with isola-
tionism. We will not be iso-
lationists, merely realists.
Realising that our way of life
and ideals cannot possibly
win in any type of conflict,
we will merely withdraw our-
selves and our ideals from
the world scene. What about
the millions of people de-
pending on us throughout the
world, you ask? Let them de-
fend themselves. After all,
why should 1 -- any__Ameia
thelre is still much we can
give away.
I
Seriously, You are to be corn
mended for the splendid issues
that you have produced. I need
not remind you oi the impor-
tance of the paper; it is one of
the most important reflections
of the law school. I was more
than pleased to see that there
was an excellent balance be-
tween news stories and articles





The Associated Students of
Hastings College are to he corn
mended for their achievement in
publishing the Voir Dire. It is
excellent coverag~e and a much
needed opportunity for construc-
tive action on the part of the
students at Hastingos Colleg~e of
the Law. It giv es evidence of a
gr-neat and forward interest in the
students and their ability-a far
cry from the days when I was a
student back in 1918-1921, in the
City Hall of San Francisco. At
that time there was not in exist-
ence an organized student body
andl by comparison to the enroll-







An Open Letter to Dea-n 'Prosser-
The students of Hastiigs offer
a simple aind sincere t(hank you.
to Dean Prosser for ihe unselfish
donation of his time for their,
benefit. At the iceq-Lest. of mem-
hers of the third year class,
Dean Prosser has agreed to con-
duct exvening rev iew Classes in.
toi ts to aid the stuidents in their
p,-eparation for .he hai exatnina-
tion. The first class wxas g-ix en
from 7:00 to 9:30 p.m.. on Feb-
ruary 15, before a capacity audi-
ence in classroom -B."
Dean Prosser xx as under no
ohligation to donate his time for
the benefit of the third y 1ear
class. Yet on that Monday night
the seniors w, ere exp~osed riot
only to a x aluiable lesson in
torts, but to a fixingr and heart-
er.ing example of a man who
thoroughly enjoys his -,bosen
field.
Sincerely.
The Students of Hastings
Kxudos
Sir:
My ego has been CFiushed: It
is unlikely that it can be ire-
habilitated to any extent. When
.made my recent departure
fr-om Hastings it was with the
cherished belief that the quality
of the Voir Dire could only
diminish. Imagine, if you will,
the severe jolt I received upon
readingY the first issue yvou Put,
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Letter s-con tinued
More on
I feel -that I must make sev-
eral comments on your Special
Report of December 18, 1964,
which discussed the Free Speech
Movement at Berkeley.
I find your statement that the
['SM was composed of a "small
percentage of the student body"
to be in error. The New York
Times of December 5 estimated
that the strikes had the support
of some 9,000 students; the cam-
pus elections, held within a few
days of the arrests, resulted in
an overwhelming victory for the
candidates who had supported
the FSM position-and this was
in what the Daily Californian re-
ported as the largest turnout
ever' for a campus election. From
my first hand observation on
Friday, December 3, I can state
without fear of contradiction that
the campus was in a total tur-
moil, the likes of which I had
never seen in my four and a half
years of attendance as an under-
graduate. This turnout was par-
alleled only by the number of
Cal students at the Big5 Game.
As for the purposes and goals
of the ['SM you must realize that
they wes-e twofold. Not only was
the movement concerned with
the issue of free speech, but, for
many, the matter of the place of
the student in the depersonalized
factory that Berkeley has be-
come, was of at least equal im-
portance. When one looks at the
movement and its tactics both of
these issues must be considered.
As for the latter subject, we
will find that virtually all, from
Max Rafferty to the most radical
left twing, students are in accord
that the University has become
too depersonalized. Just how far
this trend had gone was not
realized by many members of
the faculty and administration
until they saw a great number
of their ouitstanding students
L-eing ca_--ited. off-1-toC1 the- -SantaD; RIa
eagernes that was totally lack-
ing throughout the fall of 1964.
As for- the issue of free speech
I would say two things. The first
is that advocacy is useless with-
out the people and f unds with
which to further that which is
advocated. The students lor
Scranton, Johnson, or Goldwater
could do little to help without
workers and money. All too
many critics of the FSM are the
sam-e people who deride 'arm-
chair politicians" or "those
dam-ned intellectuals who sit
around and talk;" the FSM
fought for the ig,(ht to do more
than sit around and theorize.
The individual miust have free,
dom to take part in political ac-
tivity just as he has the freedom
to advocate that same political
activity.
The small area, wherein oc-
cut red the solicitation of funds
and miembers of these political
otrganizations, wais in no way
large enougoh to interfere with
campuis activities. Yet the ioca-
tion was effective, for a large
portion of the students passed
this area each day. To return this
area to the students would be a
most equitable solution.
The second aspect ofL the issue
of fr-ee spech concerns an ex-
ainimation of the tactics of civil
disobedience as a means of
achievingi a political, rather than
art administrative, end. The
world has become miore com-
plicated since the time of Tho-
reau, and perhaps his simple
teachings in this area are not
enough-or perhaps they are too
much. Suffice to say that in the
future we will be seeing more
sit-ins, and we, as lawyers, should
be prepared to think of the mat-
ter intelligently; we should be
able to respond with something
more than "they broke the law;
put 'em in jail." It seems that
both the civil rights demonstra-
tors in Selma, Alabama, and in
San Francisco break laws by in-
vading private property; yet our
reaction to the latter is not the
same as to the former. The solu-
tions to this problem do not
come easily, and I propose none
at present because I have none.
However, I can say that I will
not be crucified on a false cross-
of private property, nor do I
think that the courts will let me
be so crucified.
As to the response of the stu-
dents to the "gut emotianalism"
of Mr. Savio: I saw similar re-
sponses from delegates to both
the Democratic and Republican
national conventions when their
chosen leaders descended from
the heavens to bless them be-
fore the beginning of the cam-
paign. As one of the chosen two
said then, "Extremism in the de-
fense of liberty is no vice." Of
course, I feel that his error was
not only in the use of the word
"'extremism," but in his failure
to define the word "liberty." For
it is liberty that all of us must
defend that is so elusive of defi-
nition. The methods used to de-
fend this "liberty" must be
chosen with the same judicious-
ness used in defining the word
itcelf. All in all, I would say that
the FSM certainly chose a proper
definition of the word "liberty"
and, with less assurance, I would




When we spoke of the "small
aired by the FSM spokesmen were
shared only by a minority of the
students. We do not refute the fact
that "the campus was in a total
turmoil", or that the controversy
resulted in a record turnout for the
campus elections. Actually, these
observations a r e quite consistent
with the position we took on that
controversy.
At the outset, it should be clearly
stated that our Special Report was
not intended to convey approval of
the University's action in closing the
area to political activities. Rather,
it was intended to register disap-
proval of the tactics of the FSM
leaders, and to challenge some of the
shibboleths and assertions that were
then so freely bandied about. Your
statement that "for many, the place
of the student . . . in the factory
that Berkeley has become, was of at
least equal importance" as the issue
of ""free speech" is quite in accord
with our observation that there had
been a "singular lack of communica-
tion between the factions that com-
prise the University." We saw the
reason for the demonstrations "noct
in the mixed motives or personalities
o' the members of the FSM (demon-
stratorsl, but in the failure of both
the administration and student gov-
ernment of the University."'
It was and is our opinion that this
depersonalization of the University
was not only a significant factor in
causing the FSM demonstrations and
its broad base of inarticulate student
suppor.*, but the primary cause of
the faculty support for the move-
ment. Yet it strikes us that this is
an almost necessary corollary to the
pursuit of excellence o n a mass
production scale-if excellence can
then still be said to exist.
It must be noted, though, that
while we are in accord that the
factory s y s t e m of education at
Berkeley was a matter of prime-
and perhaps ckrminant-concern to
the supporters of the F S M, the
movement still was ostensibly con-
cerned with freedom of speech. In
the Special Report we criticized the
fact that the movement was not
called the "Free Solicitation Move-
ment" (well, perhaps we can see why,
at that); now you s#gest that the
causes of the controversy were such
as to perhaps render the name "Re-
Personalization Movement" more ac-
curate. With this we agree.
Ye-., though we are in accord
foursquare on the fact that one of
the foremost causes of the FSM was
the depersonalized nature of the
University, we cannot a g r e e that
therein lies "the greatest moral and
tactical justification for the sit-ins."
The problem is too subtle to be
sclved by collective temper tantrums.
Had the goal of the demonstrations
been merely to dramatze this de-
personalization of Berkeley, it seems
that it could have been arhieved
more effectively, and with better
public reception, than by unruly in-
vasions of ill-kempt demonstrators.
In respcnse to the distinction in
the Special Report botween "free
speech" and the "freedom of politi-
cal solicitation", you s t a t e that
"fIfadvocacy is useless without people
and funds to further that which is
advocated." Assuming your state-
ment to be true per se, it stlIl does
not render our distinction invalid.
In justification for cognomen "Free
Speech", as descriptive of the goals
of the moveme-nt, the statement falls
into the special place in hell reserved
for all non-sequiturs. Comparing the
grievances of the FSM to restrictions
cn. speech or on-campus speakers is
like_ proclaiming the identical nature
of apples and golf bells, for they are
both spherical. Yet, since so dis-
example of this was the refusal of
the directors of a junior college in
Stockton, to allow Jessica Mitford to
appear before the student body be-
cause of h e r alleged "communist
associations."
Actual freedom of speech is es-
sential at a university because edu-
cation is impossible w i t h o u t it.
Where conflicting assertions, theo-
ries, facts, or opinions are deleted
from the path of intellectual exam-
ination, the education that results is
nothing more than indoctrination.
That the FSM was not concerned
with this freedcm of speech is clear;
you state frankly that the "FSM
fought for the right to do move than
sit around and theorize." It seems
that you are in accord with the ob-
servation in the Special Report that
distinguished free speech from that
which was sought by the FSM. In
the Special Report, however, we went
one step further and expressed our
disapproval of the fact that the goals
of the FSM were expressed as "free
speech."
You state further that "the in-
dividual must have the freedom to
take part in political activity just as
he has the freedom to advoca-te that
same political activity." Taken on its
face, the statement seems unassail-
able. Yet it is a generality, and, like
all generalities (including this one),
it can be a dangerous thing. The
statement omits consideration of two
related factors: (a) that the worth
of any activity on a university camn-
-Contimted on Page 10
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T14E BAR EXAM - BAR OR EXAM?7
Part I of Two
Upon completion of the third year of the study of law,
the incipient attorney is faced with the realization that he
has successfully navigated some seven years of higher edu-
cation. For many. who have had no real respite from aca-
demic responsibilities since graduation from high school,
this comes as something of a shock. The new law graduate
holds the degree as a tangible symbol of the termination of
his formal education.
Yet the sense of security here is illusory. Before the
Ll.B. has any practical significance the graduate must pass
the bar examination. Thus, the summer after graduation
from law school must be spent in some sort of review of
those first and second year subjects that comprise the bulk
of the bar exam.
For all these graduates this is a poor psychological mo-
ment to have to study more law-especially old law, once
mastered. Moreover, for the many students who have made
it through law school on razor thin financing, the bar review
is an additional burden to the need for earning a living
through those summer months. For many there is the added
responsibility of providing for a family.
These factors combine to produce an impediment to
proper study for the bar that surmoruts sheer indolence.
It is little wonder that the scores on the bar are a continu-
ing source of concern for the deans of the several Cali-
fornia law schools. The graduates simply do not, and often
cannot, review extensively enough to be properly prepared
for the bar exam.
The problem of bar failures is not confined to the State
of California. Recent studies show that, at H,,-rvard for ex-
ample, 79.6 percent of the students giraduated in 1964
passed the Massachusetts bar. When gr aduates from other
classes were counted, the overall percentage of Harvard
Z"graduates who passed the last Massachusetts Bar dropped
to 75.8. Asked for his reaction to this, De,-nn Griswold stated
that he thought that the percentage of graduates achieving
passing marks ought to be in the 90s, adding that this wAill
no be achie.3ved until " peopla . . . prepare carefully and
especially for (the bar exams)."
In order to assure the time for a satisfactory review, one
course during the second semester of the third year (or dur-
ing the last two quarters) would be devoted to systematic.
bar review, just as the privately conducted summer courses.
are today. Out of state students, who do not plan to prac-.
tice in California', would take the examination in its capacity
as a comprehensive exam for the three years of study at
law school, for there would be no examinations for the end
of the third year other than the bar exam.
In addition to having the virtue of placing the bar exary
at a more propitious time for the graduating students, this
plan would end the anachronism of law graduates who are
unqualified by the state to practice law. Passage of the bar
would be a prerequisite for graduation. Thus, all resident
graduates of accredited California law schools would be,
ipso facto, qualified lawyers.
Implementation of the plan would not, of course, be
without difficulties. The administrations would have to
acquie.-ce to using the bar as their final examinations. 'Some
sort of grade conversion would have to be evolved within
those schools that use the 4.0 scale, for the bar examaineis
grade on a scale of 100.
Yet these are essentially problems of administration, and
not of concept. Once solved, this system xIAould jPre~fli 't tVs
greater administrative burden than that which is alh cafciv
present. Indeed, the task of grading th2r- last exammnatioifl;
would be placed on the bar examiners, and not the individual
profes sors at the various law schools in the State.
We feel that the concept of simplifying the administra-
tion of the bar exam is sound, and beneficial to both t110
graduating law students and the law schools of the state.
That being the case, the merits of these proposals should be"
judged against the thought of 'why not change?" rather
than "why bother?", U
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SERRANUS CLINTON HASTINGS
First Chief Justice
By STEVE BURTNETT, Feature Editor
There is not, in my opinion, in the whole compass of human
affairs, so noble a spectacle as that which is displayed in the prog-
ress of jurisprudence; where we contemplate the cautious and un-
wearied exertions of a succession of wise men through a long
course of ages, withdrawing every case as it arises from the dan-
gerous power of discretion, and subjecting it to inflexible rules;
extending the dominion of justice and reason, and gradually con-
iracting, within the narrowest limits, the domain of brutal force
and abitrry -Serranus Clinton Hastings
In the original California Constitution, adopted more
than a century ago, provision was made for a Supreme Court,
consisting of a Chief Justice and two Associate Justices.
Their terms of office were fixed at six years. On December
22, 1849, the legislature named' S. C. Hastings as Chief
Justice, and Henry A. Lyons and Nathaniel Bennett as As-
sociate Justices. On March 7, 1850, the court sat for thp f irst
time. The number of Justices was increased to five in 1862,
and the term was extended to 10 years. In 1879, a new con-
stitution was adopted which provided for a tribunal of seven
Justices and a term of 12 years, and these- provisions are in
effect today. Wti otso i
Although there is an off Warithlin C6lmonahsfhs
cial record that K. H. Dim- arvli aiona at
inick was the f irst Chief Jus- ings was appointed 
Chief Juis-
tice of California, appointed tice of the Supreme 
Court.
by Gveror urntt n 149,He thus had the distinction,
it is evident that Hastings be- laterChyesf servingeathei
came the first Chief Justice ltryas 
fsriga h
of a regularly constituted Chief Justice of the 
Supreme
Supreme Court in 1950. S. C. Court of two states. 
Hastings
Hastngsws anatie ofNew retired from the position in
York, 36 years of age. and 1852, and immediately as-
had practiced law in Iowa. He sumed the office of Attorney
was the first representative General, to which he had
of Iowa in Congress in 1846, been elected in 1851. He sub-
and at the expiration of his sequently founded H-astings
term was appointed Chief College of the Law in San
Justice of tihe Iowa Supreme Francisco, the first Law
Court. In 1849, the year of School in the West. Today,
the great California gold as the third largest Law
rush, Hastings resigned from School in the country, Hast-
his position on the Iowa ings College of the Law
Court to come to California. stands as a monument to the
f ather of the California Su-
preme Court.
The original Su pr em e
Court was largely concerned
with the construction of a
foundation on which the law
of California could expand.
An illustration of the task of
the Court in its early deci-
sions can be found in Wood-
worth v. Fulton, 1 Cal. 395.
This case concerned t h e
claim of a United States
Naval Officer, S. E. Wood-
worth, to a parcel of unim-
proved and uncultivated land
in the " pueblo" of San Fran-
cisco, located adjacent to
what is now Market Street.
The majority opinion in the
Woodworth Case applied a
Common Law approach, and
reversed the lower court's
holding for plaintiff Wood-
worth. Chief Justice Hast-
ings, in a vigorous dissent,
examined the proceedings
and the remedies afforded by
Mexican Laws, which were
imperfectly understood and
ineff iciently enforced both
previous to and after the con-
quest and acquisition of Cali-
fornia by the United States.
Subsequently, the Hastings'
dissent in Woodworth be-
came the law of California.
It would be indeed an end-
less task to endeavor to offer
the reader a proficient epi-
logue of the 87 Associate Jus-
tices and 23 Chief Justices
that have served on the
bench of the California Su-
preme Court. However, two
outstanding Chief Justices,
subsequent to the retirement
of Hastings, are worthy of
mention.
DUELLING JUSTICE
The Honorable David S.
Terry was the fourth Chief
Justce otCalforna. Wile
render.
Born in Todd County, Ken-
tucky, in 1833, Terry grew
up with Jefferson Davis, later
President of the Confeder-
acy. He subsequently moved
to Mississippi, and studied
law in Texas. He was a Texas
Ranger, and in 1849 headed
West with several other Ran-
gers to California and Gold.
Terry stood well over six
feet, weighed about 220
pounds, could ride anything
on f our legs, and wrestle any
man or beast with less than
three. He was blessed with a
brilliant legal mind, and his
more than 200 opinions de-
livered while on the bench of
the Supreme Court reflected
a strong belief in the doc-
trine of separation of powers,
as well as a sharp degree of
judicial integrity.
One trademark of Terry's
was the Bowie knife. He was
never without it. While pre-
siding on the Calilornia
bench, he would substitute
his Bowie for the gavel.
When faced with an antago-
nistic defense counsel or
prosecuting attorney, Justice
Terry would point the tip of
his ever present companion
to the edge of the nose of his
adversary, and casually re-
store order in the chambers.
Once, a defendant had the
misfortune and lack of fore-
sight to call Terry a liar.
Terry grabbed the gentleman
in the chest and subsequent-
ly grumbled forth a $50 fine.
Upon another occasion, the
Pacific Statesman published
what Terry thought to be
a defamatory statement con-
cerning his conduct on the
bench. The publisher, a man
named Purdy, refused to
retract. While passing pub-
lisher Purdy on Market
Street one lazy afternoon,
Terry swung at Mr. P. with
his cane. Purdy grabbed Ter-
ry's cane and shattered it
over a hitching post. Another
quickie with the Bowie and
Terry was on his way. This
time the fine was $300.
During his first year on the
Court, Justice Terry vigor-
ously opposed the kangaroo
court tactics of the San Fran-
cisco vigilantes. He publicly
threatened many of them to
cease their activities. One
evening, while strolling with
two companions, he was
faced with a group of vigi-
lantes that would not let him
pass. He reached for- his
holster and was immediately
disarmed by one of the mcii.
A second later, Terry's Bowie
knife was f .irmly implanted
in the neck of his opponent.,
The vigilantes captured Ter-
ry, after several subsequent
lesions, and brought him to
trial for the fatal wounding
of one their peers. Terry- de-
fended himself successfully,
and, on the floor of the
United States Senate, Texas
Senator Sam H-ouston pre-
sented a resolution com-
mending Terry (probably for
his expertise w ith the Bowie
knif e).
Just as his first year on the
Court was an eventful one.
so was his last. As Chief Jus-
tice, Terry fought the most
famous duel in. California his-
tory with United States Sena-
tor from California David G.
Broderick. The duel grew out
of a political fued between.
Terry and Broderick, and
was staged on the shore of
Lake Merced, on the San
Francisco-San Mateo County,
line, Sept. 12, 1859,
All the formalities of the
duelling code were observed
in the arrangement. After a
toss of the coin, Terry's pis-
tols were used. The Chief
Justice and the California
Senator stood ten feet apart.
The judge of the duel pro-
ceeded, "Gentlemen, are you
ready? Ready -. , . Fire!" Ter-
ry did, right through the
Senator's heart. Broderick
had fired his pistol first, but
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ground. Later it was charged
that Terry had supplied
Broderick's pistol with a sen-
sitive trigger so as to allow it
to discharge pre-maturely,
but the charge was never
substantiated. Once again,
Terry was acquitted in a
court of law. It seems that
the prosecution witnesses
were delayed en route to
testify; Terry's attorney in-
sisted on proceeding post
haste, and the jury returned
a verdict of acquittal for
want of evidence.
Justice Terry had resigned
from the California Court in
order to fight his duel with
Senator Broderick. He
formed a regiment, and
fought in the Civil War on
the Southern side. Wounded
once, Terry was promoted to
Brigadier, and served on
Robert E. Lee's staff. At the
end of the war, Terry fled to
Mexico to avoid surrender.
Later he returned to Califor-
nia and continued his career
as a lawyer-yet it was to be
fatally crossed by another
California Justice, Stephen J.
Field.
JUSTICE FIELD
No account of the turbu-
lent days of Justice Terry
could be complete without
mention of one of Terry's
contemporaries, J u s t i c e
Stephen J. Field. Graduated
from Williams College in
1837 at the top of his class,
Justice Field was the first
member of the California
Court to have completed a
college education. His family
was a remarkable one;
Stephen's brother, Da v id,
was the author of the New
York Field Codes, and Chief
Justice of the New York
Court of Appeals. Brother
Cyrus West laid the Atlantic
Cable, while brother Jono-
than was President of t'he
Massachusetts Senate. One of
Justice Field's nephews was
later to become a Justice of
the United States Supreme
Court.
Stephen J. Field's career
in California began to ascend
with his election in 1850 to
the State Assembly. The cam-
paign took all of Field's sav-
ings; an example of campaign
expenses from those earthy
days is one bar bill for 460
drinks and 275 cigars, which
came to $298.75, paid for by
the candidate himself. Poli-
tics seems to have become
rather effete these days. At
any rate, the appeal to the
electorate w a s successful,
and Field entered the legis-
lature.
0On c e an assemblyman,
what Field accomplished was
phenominal. In. one session,
he authored and introduced
the Civil and Criminal Pro-
cedure Acts, whch included
reorganization and adminis-
tration of the California judi-
ciary. These were incorpo-
rated into the 1872 codes and
remain as the foundations for
California procedure to this
day. The legislation proposed
by Field was so voluminous,
that the Governor did not
have time to read the bills be-
fore the statutory period for
signing them into law ex-
pired; so the Governor
merely signed them on As-
semblyman Field's recom-
mendation.
Field was an effective law-
yer. In the year before he
was appointed to the Califor-
nia Supreme Court, his earn-
ings were some $42,000. Yet
public service had a greater
attraction, and Field found
himself running unsuccess-
fully in 1857 for the United
States Senate. Later that year
he was -elected to the Su-
preme Court of California,
but was appointed to the
court before his elective term
was to have commenced.
Field's reputation as an ex-
pert at untangling and solidi-
fying the complex relation
between Spanish and Ameri-
can property law in Califor-
nia, necessary by the terms
of the treaty with Mexico,
was not shared by Judge
Terry. Terry was Chief Jus-
tice when Field was ap-
pointed to the California Su-
preme Court; of his judicial
brother's legal prowess, Ter-
ry once said:
"Field is an intellectual
phenomenon. He can give the
most plausible reasons for
the wrong decisions of any
person I know. He was never
known toI decide a case
against a corporation. He
has always been a corpora-
tion lawyer and a corporation
judge, and as such no man
can be honest."
Those were fighting words,
especially then. They must
have been uttered at a dis-
tance from their object, for
Field was hardly less pug-
nacious than Terry. He ac-
cepted two challenges to
duels, and sent one himself.
In all cases his adversaries
American Justice, retiring in
1897 after almost 35 years of
service. The last of the Lin-
coln appointees to leave the
bench, Justice Field was also
the only one of the three
California appointees to have
served also on the California
Supreme court.
FATAL ENCOUNTER
The careers of Field and
Terry crossed once more
a f t e r Terry's resignation
from the California bench. In
1889, when Justice Field was
acting in his corollary capac-
ity as Circuit Judge for Cali-
fornia, Field and Terry met
while on a train from Fresno
to San Francisco. The prior
year Field had decided some
litigation against Terry's sec-
ond wife, and thus Terry was
rather embittered toward
Field. At this encounter Ter-
ry started slapping Field, and
Field's bodyguard shot and
killed the volatile Terry. So
ended the last encounter be-
tween these two colorful
characters.
Over the years, the Su-
preme Court has progressed
from the days of Spanish
Land Grants, dueling Chief
Justices, a n d three - man
benches. Today, the Suprem-ne
Court is California's highest
court of record. It has orig-
inal jurisdiction in writs of
habeas corpus, mandamus,
prohibition, and certiorari;
and appellate jurisdiction in
death penalty cases and cer-
tain civil cases specified in
the Constitution. Generally,
all other appeals from the
Superior Courts are taken to
the District Courts of Appeal.
Under the Supreme Court's
constitutional authority to
transfer appeals from itself
to the District Courts of Ap-
peal, it is the present prac-
tice of the Supreme Court
to transfer to the District
Courts of Appeal for determi-
nation all appeals of general
importance affecting the pub-
lic interest. Cases within the
original jurisdiction of the
District Courts of Appeal, or
transferred to it by the Su-
preme Court, may be trans-
ferred before or after deci-
sion in that court to the Su-
preme Court for hearin-- and
decision; and, by virtue of
this power, the Supreme
Court passes on important
questions of law and main-
tains uniformity of decisic.n.
The Supreme Court also ad-
mits applications to the Bar
who have been found quali-
fied by the Committee of Bar
Examiners of the State Bar,
and it passes upon discipli-
nary recommendations of the
Board of* Governors of the
State Bar.
Sessions are held by the
Supreme Court at least four
times each year in San Fran-
cisco, four times in Los An-
geles, and twice in Sacra-
mento. Regular conferences
are held by the court each
week to consider and deter-
mine applications for writs,
and petitions for hearing, in
cases decided by the District
Courts of Appeal, and to pass
on other matters pending be-
fore the Supreme Court, The
California Court is one of the
few State Supreme Courts
that meets twelve months of
the year.
Significant of the task
faced by the present Su-
preme Court is its recent de-
cision in the Dorado Case.
(61 A.C. 892). Specifically,
the ruling reversed the con-
viction of Robert B. Dorado,
29, of Los Angeles, who had
been sentenced to death for
stabbing another Los Angeles
inmate at San Quentin Pris-
on, Last month the court re-
affirmed its ruling that a per-
son suspected of a crime
must be told of his constitu-
tional right to remain silent
and to get a lawyer but
added that the decision did
not apply retroactively to
prisoners appealing convic-
tions. Attorney G e n e r a 1
Thomas C. Lynch has ap-
pealed the California Su-
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preme Court decision to the
U.S. Supreme Court.
FUTURE CONTROVERSIES
T h e California Supreme
Couit is also certain to have
the delicate task during the
next f ew months of ruling on
two controversial issues al-
ready decided by the voters
at the last election, Nov. 3.
The tribunal has already
been called upon to decide
the constitutionality of Prop-
osition 14, and is expected to
face a decision on Proposi-
tion 15. Proposition 14,
which nullified the State's
anti - discrimination housing
laws was upheld earlier this
mo~nth by Sacramentc Su-
perior Couirt Judge William
H. Gallagher. A petition to
prevent certification of Prop-
osition 15, which banned Pay
T.V., has already been filed
by Subscription Television,
Inc., pending its appeal on
the measure's validity.
To add to the ticklish situ-
ation created by the Dorado
decision, the court also must
decide individually a boug
line of petitions to set asid.e
murder convictions as a ie-
suit of last year's preecedent
Morse decision. In that rul-
ing, the court held that a jury
must not be told that a mur-
der defendant may be pa-
roled after seven years if
given a life sentence. So far.,
17 Death Row inmates have
had their sentences reversed
through the application of
the Morse decision, which
dissenting Justice Marshall
F. McComb declared would
virually abolish capital pun-
ishment in California. (There
has been no execution in Son
Quentin for 23 months.)
The personnel of the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court has
undergone an extensive re-
shuffling during the past 6
months. The court's top man
is the new Chief Justice
Roger J. Traynor, who was
elevated to the post when
Phil S. Gibson retired in Sep-
tember of 1964. Governor
Edmund G. Brown appointed
f ormer Attorney General
Stanley Mosk as an Associate
Justice to fill Traynor's, ele-
vation. The Honorable Louis
H. Burke was appointed as
an Associate Justice of the
Supreme Court on November
20, 1964, by Governor
Brown, filling the vacancy
created by the retii-ement of
Justice B. Rey Schauer.
To gain greater insight into
the nature of the working
force behind the present
bench, the following bio-
graphical sketch of each of
the Supreme Court's Justices
has been compiled. The pres-
ent members of the court, in
order of seniority, are:
CHIEF JUSTICE ROGER J.
TRAYNOR
Nearly a quarter of a cen-
tury ago, on August 13, 1940,
Roger J. Traynor, who had
been acting dean of the Law
School of the University of
California, was greeted by
Chief Justice Phil S. Gibson,
as the new appointee to the
Supreme Court of California.
Last September, J u s t i c e
Traynor succeeded Justice
Gibson as Chief Justice.
Roger J. Traynor was born
a n d educated in public
schools in Park City. Utah.
when, to use his own words,
it was much more than a park
and much less than a city. In
1918, he was swept into the
Army as World War I moved
to its climax. After his serv-
ice, he moved to California
and attended the University
of California, Berkeley. He
graduated with A.B. (highest
honors), Ph.D. and J.D. He
was Editor-in chief of the-
California Law Review, and
has a string of Doctor of
Laws degrees from universi-
ties that include California,
Chicago, and Utah.
For a brief time, following
his admission to the Bar in
1927, lawyer Traynor prac-
ticed with Brobeck, Phieger
and Harrison. But soon after,
he was invited to serve as As-
sociate Professor (later Pro-
fessor) at the University of
Calkfornia. He married Made-
line Emilie Lackman, also a
Cal. gr-aduate, in 1933. From
1939 until his appointment
to the California State Su-
preme Court in 1940, he was
acting dean of Boalt Hall.
Taxation and Constitutional
Law were his main fields, but
he also taught Equity, Bills
and Notes, Public Utilities.
and Municipal Corporations.
In 1931, the State called
on his expertise, and he
drafted the tax regulations
that became a model f or the
rest of the nation. Later. in
1937, he served as tax coun-
sel to the U.S. Treasury De-
partment for the drafting of
the Revenue Act of 1938,
continuing as part-time con-
sultant. Two years later, he
organized the California At-
torney General's Tax Divi-
sion and, as Deputy Attorney
General, handled tax litiga-
tion in state and federal
courts.
As head of the Supremie
Court's Judicial Council,
Chief Justice Ti-aynor inher-
ited a massive task, including
the considerable job of keep-
ing up with the woik-loads of
all the trial courts and sonme
appellates, a n d assigning
judges for maximum effici-
ency. He keeps a watchful
eye on the Supreme Court's
own workload, and takes
quiet pride in the fact that
almost all decisions a-e made
within 60 days of argument.
(In the last year-, the Supreme
Court received 1812 filings,
a 20 per cent increase over
the previous year, and
handed down 127 written
opinions.)
Chief Justice Traynor feels
that California has one of the
best judicial systems in the
United States; that it is for-
tunate in having an active,
integrated bair; one that co-
operates fully and enthusi-
astically with the judiciary.
California's Law Revision
Commission too, he feels, is
an exceedingly valuable ad-
j unct.
"The Traynor Touch" is
abundantly appar-ent notu only
in his decisions, but in his
many addressed and profe--s-
sional articles. Chief Justice
Walter U. Schaefer, of thle
Illinois State Court, has said
of Ti-aynor, "So far as I
know, no one has succeeded.
in isolating the qualities that
go to make a gireat judge...
(but) Justice Traynor's opin-
ions and writings consist-
ently demonstrate a broad
knowledge of existing prece-
dents and deep under-stand-
ing of the values of the past.
Whether- he is willing to be-
lieve it or not, the fact is
that he has been for mnany
-car~b~nei OrPage 90
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v e arjs the nation's number
one state court judge."
As Chief Justice, Traynor
presently serves as ox-officio
r-esident of the Board of Di-





Justice McComb was born
in Denver, Colorado, on May
6. 11894. He later moved with
his family to Los Angeles,
-shere he was graduated from
Manual Arts High School. He
holds degrees from the Uni-
versity of Southern Califor-
nia Preparatory School, 1913;
Leland Stanford Jr. Univer-
sity, A.B., 1917, Yale Univer-
si'ty School of Law, LL B.
cum laude, 1919; and Loycla
University of Los Angeles,
LL.D., 1936.
He served as an Ensign in
the United States Navy dur-
ing( World War I, and was ad-
mitted to the California Bar
in 1920. From 1920 to 1927,
lawyer McComb practiced
privately in Los Angeles.
In 1927, McComb was ap-
pointed Judge of the Su-
perior Court of Los Angeles,
where he served until 1934.
He was appointed Associate
Justice of the District Court
of Appeal, Second Appellate
Die-iict, Division Two, on
March 15, 1937. He was
elected to another term in
1938, and, re-elected again in
1940 and 1952. On January
3, 1956, he was appointed as
an Associate Justice of the
Califormia Supreme Court, to




Born in Oakland, Califor-
nia on April 17, 1903, Justice
Peters was educated in Oak-
land public schools, and grad-
uated cum laude from the
University of California in
1925. He received his J.D.
from Boalt Hall in 1927- and
served as Article Director of
the CALIFORNIA LAW RE-
VIEW fi-om 1926 to 1927.
He was admitted to the
California Bar in 1927, after
w .hich he immediately was
elected as a Deputy of the
State Corporation Dept. He
wNas associated. with Garret
NAT McEnerney from 1927 to
1929, and established a part-
nership with Louis R. Dead-
rich the follow ing year.
In 1930., Peters was ap-
pointed as Chief Law Secre-
tary of the California Su-
preme Court. After nine
years' service for the Court,
hie Nwas presiding Justickle of
the District Court of Appeal,
I st Akppellate District, Divi-
Sion One, from 1939 to 1959.
On March 25, 1959, he was
appointel-ld as an Associate
Justice of the California Su-
preme Court, to succeed
Jesse W. Carter, deceased.
Justice Peters has taught
law at the Oakland College of
Law, as well as conducting
several courses for students
taking the California Bar. He
was Director of the Legal Aid
Society of Alameda County-
from 1939 to 1954. During
the War Years, he served as
the Chairman of the North-
ern California War Work
Committee of the California
Bar. lHe is a former member
of the Judicial Council, and
wV as on the Board of Direc-
tors of Franklin Hospital
from 1956 to 1957.
Petei-s was President of the
Board of the Northern Cali-
fornia Service League for
twelve years, and served as
the President of the -Univer-
sity of California Law School
Association in 1955. He is
presently on the Board of
Directors of the Intertribal
Friendship House, and the
Board of Directors of the San
Francisco Law School. He is
a member of the Common-
wealth Club, Delta Theta Phi,




Justice Tobriner was born
April '2, 1904, in San Fran-
cisco. He attended Madison
Grammar School, L o w e 11
High School, and graduated
with an A.B., magna cum
laude, from Stanford in 1924.
He went on to receive his
M.A. from Stanford the fol-
lowing year, and received a
LL.B fro HaV 'LW
Sapiro from 1930 to 1932. He
served as Chief Attorney of
the Solicitor's Office, U.S.
Department of Agriculture
from 1932 to 1936, and prac-
ticed as Tobriner, Lazarus,
Brundage & Neyhart, San
Francisco-Los Angeles, until
1959.
In March of 1959, Tobriner
was appointed to the District
Court of Appeal in the First
Appellate District, Division
One, and was re-elected to
the bench in 1960. He was
appointed to the California
Supreme Court by Governor
Brown on July 10, 1962, to
succeed Maurice T. Dooling,
Jr.. retired.
Justice Tobriner is a mem-
ber of Phi Beta Kappa, Order
of the Coif , Delta Sigma Rho,
the Barristers Club, and the
A.B.A. In 1959 he was on
the Board of Directors of the
San Francisco Bar Associa-
tion. He is president of the
Legal Aid Society of San
Francisco. From 1957 to
1958, he served as Co-chair-
man of the N.L.R.A. Commit-
tee of the American Bar As-
sociation, and in 1955 he was
a member~ of the Committee
* . * THE JUSTICES
pointed byT Governor Brown
as Associate Justice of the
California Supreme Court, to
succeed Thomas P. White, re-
tired.
Justice Peek wvas a mem-
ber of the Judicial Council
from 1946 to 1950, and ex
officio member of the Board
of Regents of the University
of California from 1939 to
1940. He is a member of Beta
Theta Pi, the Del Paso Coun-
try Club, the Methodist




Justice Stanley Mosk was
born in San Antonio, Texas,
educated in the public
schools of Rockford, Illinois,
and graduated from the Uni-
versity of Chicago. He 'be-
came a California resident in
1933, and was admitted to
the practice of law in Califor-
nia in 1935.
From 1939- to 1942, Mosk
served as executive secretary
and legal adviser to Califor-
nia Governor Culbert L. Ol-
son, and from 1943 to 1959
he was a judge of the Super-
ior Court in Los Angeles.
on Adm. Agencies of the Cal-
ifornia State Bar. He was
Quarterly Chairm-an of the
Commonwealth Club in 1960,
and is present Vice-chairman
of the San Francisco Jewish
Community Relations Coun-
cil.
In 1926, Tobriner authored
THE PRINCIPLES A N D
PRACTICES OF CO-OPERA-
TIVE MARKETING. He has
had articles published in the
Harvard, Columbia, Stanford,
University of California and
University of Southern Cali-
for nia Law Reviews, the
AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIA-
TION JOURNAL, THE NEW
REPUBLIC, a n d FRON-
TIER.
From 1958 to 1959, Justice
Tobriner was Associate Pro-
fessor of Law at Hastings
College of the Law. He is
presently on the Advisory




Justice Peek was born in
West Union, Iowva, on June 5,
1904. He moved with his famn-
ily to Long Beach, California,
in 1910. He attended public
schools in Long Beach, the
University of Oregon, and
Southwestern University Law
School, Los Angeles.
Peek was admitted to the
California Bar in 1930. and
before the Bar of the United
States Supreme Court in
1940. He established himself
in private practice in Long
Beach and Los Angeles from
1930 to 1940. He was elected
to the State Assembly in
1936, and re-elected in 1938.
He served as Speaker during
th 1939- esionHeresgne
Los Angeles Times, San
Francisco Chronicle, Sacra-
mento Bee, Riverside Press,
and other publications. On
the floor of the United States
Senate, Senator Thomas J.
Dodd (Conn.) praised Justice
Mosk at great length (Con-
gressional Record, Sept. 15,
1964, p. 21405), stating in
part:
"Mr. President, in Califor-
nia this month, one of the
great state officials in this
Nation was appointed to his
State's highest court. The
elevation of Attorney Gen-
eral Stanley Mosk to the Cali-
fornia Supreme Court prom-
ises to the judiciary the serv-
ices of a most able lawyer.
Those of us in the Senate
who have worked with the
Honorable Stanley Mosk can
attest to the fairness, the in-
tellect, and the devotion
which this gentleman will




The most recent addition
to the bench of the Califor-
nia. Supreme Court wN7as born
in Montebello, California on
During, the sixteen year-. that
he served as a judge on the
Superior bench, it has been
estimated that Mosk heard
over 15,000 cases.
In 1943, Judg5e Mesh left
the Superior court bench and
voluntarily enlisted in the
United States Army as a
Private. He served until the
end of the hostilities in
World War 11, and then re-
turned to the court.
In 1956, Mosk sat as a
judge pro tem on the District
Court of Appeal.
In 1958, he was elected At-
torney General of California
with a majority of 1,150,000
votes over his opponent, the
largest margin of any contest
in America that year. He was
re-elected in 1962. In both
races he received more than
three million votes.
As Attorney General for
five years and nine months,
Mosk issued nearly 2,000
w7%ritten opinions, appeared
before the United States Su-
preme Court in the Arizona
v. California water case and
argued other matters before
the California S u p r e m e
Court. He created new divi-
sions in the office, to handle
a n t i t r Li s t , constitutional
rights, consumer frauds and
investment fraud problems.
D u r i n g congressional de-
bates, Mosk has been re-
ferred to as "one of the finest
constitutional lawyers in the
United States." (Sen. Ervin,
North Carolina, Congres-
sional Record, Aug. 5, 1964,
p. 17523).
Mosk has been widely
quoted because of the color-
iful expressions used in his
opinions and public speeches.
His original use of thep hrase
1963, he served as a member
of the Judicial Council of Cal-
if ornia and as a member of
the board of the Appellate
Judges Conference of the
American Bar Association.
Justice Burke has also had
the distinction of serving as
a member of United States
Supreme Court Justice Tom
Clark's Joint Committee f or
the Effective Administration
of Justice.
(A ckinowledgements. The Edi-
tor wishes to acknowledge the
aid of Michael Lipmnan's article
appearing in the September,
1964, issue of BRIEF CASE;
Illinois Chief Justice Walter U.
Schaefer' svniposiumi on Cali-
fornia Chief Justice Roger L.
Traynor, in 13 Stanford Law
Review 717; 1 California Re-
ports, 295; California Btiue
Book, 196; THE HISTORY
OF T [HE CHIEF JUSTICFSV
OF CA LIFORNI1A- Colwnnist
Sam Blumnenfeld of the San
Franicisco Chronicle; and ,he
gui(!ing sugge stions anid marer-
ial provided byvAir. William 1.
Sullivan (Ha s/in gs. '24). ("lerk,
of the California Supremne
Court.)
Vebruary-27, 1965
Januaiy 4. 1%c', . Justice
Burke reeiverd 1 is P.B. and
LL~.B. degrees ft om Loyola.
Un-iversity in Los 2kngeies in
1926. He was admitted to the
California Bar in .1927.
Burke wa-s in grner 'alpirac-
tice in Southern Caltifornia,
from 1927 to 1951. During
this time he served for 19
years as City Attorney of
Montebello, and 12 years as
general counsel for the
League of California Cities.
During World War II, Jus-
tice Burke participated aC an
officer in the United Stales
Army. He was sepDarated
from the service as a Major,
af ter two years overseas
duty.
Burke was appointed as a
Judge of the Superior Court
of Los Angeles in 1951 by
Governor Earl Warren, He
served on the Superior bench
for ten years, and was Pie-
siding Judge for the four
years last served. During his
period on the bench, he was
responsible for the reorgan-
ization of the conciliation and
domestic relations division.
Go vernor E d mu nd G.
Brown appointed Burke as
presiding Justice of the Dis-
trict Court of Appeal on Oc-
tober 1, 1961, and on Nov..
20, 1964, he w Aas appointed
by Governor Brown to the
California Supreme Court,
filling the vacancy created by
the retirement of Justice B.
Rey Schauer.
Justice Burke has served
as Vice President of the
American Jud Ial /-,Societyq
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LANGUAGE OF THE LAW; DAVID MELLINKOFF
LITTLE, BROWN & CO., 1964
"This," stated Harvard Law School's Professor W. Barton
Leach, "in one of the most amusing, interesting, and intel-
lectually distinguished books I've read." The book is a mas-
sive examination of the language of the law, how it got that
way, and how it works out in practice. It is an historical and
encyclopedic etymology of legal words, cliches, and idioms.
Yet the book is more than an historical development of the
language of the law, more than a criticism of the lawyer's
linguistic behavior, because the author, in stating his case
for precise language. sets out to reform by his scholarship.
The law is a profession of words; yet in all the legal
literature written, little has been devoted to the intelligibility
of the law. Generations of lawyers, contemplating the slight-
est change in the language of wills, deeds, or contracts, have
been oppressed with the weight of centuries of tradition.
Mellinkoff wants to free the lawyer from his inherited bur-
den. He does not mean to break with the past, but refuses
to follow it slavishly. The practical utiltiy of the book comes
from its analysis of the function and style of the legal lan-
guage of today.
The author warns us that his goal is "nothing more
modest than the rationalization of the language of the law."
If the critical acclaim accorded this work is any answer, then
the goal has been attained. In the words of Justice Tobriner,
"(the book) should be compulsory reading for lawyers and
judges; for a layman it is learning and entertainment of a
high order."
New Books added to the Library
LOAN DESK OR STACKS
California Continuing Education of the Bar. California gov-
ernment tort liability, by Arvo Van Alsyne. Practice hand-
book no. 24. 1964.
Casey, William J. Forms of business agreements with tax
ideas, annotated. 1961.
Casey, William J. Forms of wills, trusts, and family agree-
ments with tax ideas, annotated. 1963.
Cheshire, G. C., and Fifoot, C. H. The law of contract, 6th
ead.1964.
judicial functon. 1964.
Corporations: essays on corporate law. 1963.
Essays on civil procedure. 1964.
Essays on labor law. 1964.
Levin, Noel Arnold. Successful labor relations... an em-
ployer's guide. 1963.
Louisell, David W. Modern California discovery ... in civil
and criminal cases. 1963.
Mathes, William G., and Devitt, Edward J. Federal jury
practice and instructions: civil and criminal. 1965.
Neufeld, Maurice F. A representative bibliography of Ameri-
can labor history. 1964.
Norton, Thomas J. Undermining the constitution: a history
of lawless government. 1950.
Quemner, Thomas A. Legal dictionary: French-English, Eng-
lish-French. 1955.
Runes, Dagobert D. The disinherited and the law. 1964.
Schumach, Murray. The face on the cutting room floor: the
story of movie and television censorship. 1964.
Smith, James B., Martin, Howard L., and Abercrombie,
Roland K. Real estate in California. 1964.
SUTRO ROOM
Galsworthy, John. Escape (play). 1927.
Ileuston, R. F. V. Lives of the Lord Chancellors: 1885-1940.
1964.
Belli, Melvin M. Dallas justice: the real story of Jack Ruby
and his trial. 1964.
Sondern, Frederic. Brotherhood of evil: the Mafia. 1959.
Medicine, science and the law.
PERIODICALS AND LOOSELEAF SERVICES
Federal bar journal (gift)
Prentice-Hall.
Corporation service (Cal. ed.) 2 vols.
Installment sales service (50 state ed.) 2 vols.




"It would be revolting to all
female sense of the innocence
and sanctity of their sex, shock-
ing to man's rever-ence for
womanhood, that women should
be permitted to mix profession-
ally in all the nastiness of the
world which finds its way into
cour-ts of justice. Do you agree?
If the answer- is yes then you are
in step with those thrilling days
of yesteryear, or more specifi-
cally the yeai- 1875 when Chief
Justice Ryan of Wisconsin ut-
tered the above aphorism about
the "-weakei- sex. Not to dis-
count C. J. Ryan but merely to
classify him as a m a n of the
times, it is clear that he has been
proven wio-og. Today more than
7000 women practice law. It was
a woman judge who swore in
Lyndon Johnson aftei- President
Kennedy's death, and just this
month a woman was appointed
as Chief Justice of the Arizona
Supreme Coui-t. This is indeed a
sigin of our times as an increas-
ing number of t h e "bar" and
"bench" are being confronted by
and working with female lawyers.
Take heed all male aspirants
to the bar-! In fact, it might be
sobering to p o nd er over the
words of Saville who once said,
"women have more strength in
their looks, than we (males) in
our laws; and more force by their
tears, than we have by our argu-
ments." Add to these qualities a
sound legal education and the fe-
male becomes a very formidable
adversary.
Consideringr this and in an at-
tempt to apply the tried and true
maxim that - it is best to know
your enemy before you meet him
(Her) - this a nd subsequent
articles on the subject are being
rendered as a pnublic service to
families" or have been exposed
to the law as a legral secretary.
In either, case this initial expo-
sure has provoked them -into the
study of law itself. Most of those
from the so-called legral family
doubt that grand-dad or great-
grandfather would approve. As
one gii-l remarked, "they were
probably scared of the competi-
tion." Nevertheless, even today
many large offices refuse to hire
women attorneys. The corollary
to this is the argument put forth
by women lawyeis that, they do
not get the chance to prove them-
selves because of the hardships
imposed by male prejudice. As
noted in the ABA news this hos-
tility reflects the view expressed
2400 years ago by Euripides, that
"6a woman should be good for
everything at home, but abroad
good for nothing." Surprisingly
enough, many of the male' stu-
dents at Hastings seem to agree
with Euripides. This is particu-
larly true amongst first year stu-
dents while those in the second
and third year tend to mellow
somewhat. Perhaps to this latter
group the female law student is
accepted because she has gotten
as far as they have, thereby prov-
ing herself. However, amongst
the first year the question of
lady lawyers was countered by
the oft repeated cliche, "a
woman's place is in the home" or
-Continitedon Page 12
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pus is to be measured against a scale
of educational value, taken in its
broadest sense;- and, (b) that the
fundamental raison d'etre of true
freedom of speech and speakers on
campus is to afford the students the
variety of intellectual stimulae that
is necessary to provide that ephem-
eral thing called an "education."
By these standards, then, it is
clear that a university has not only
the right, but the duty, to curtail
activities which unduly detract from
the educational mission of the insti-
tution. Whether this was the case
with the political solicitation that
occurred at the area under dispute
is open to argument; we are inclined
to believe that the activities that
occurred there did not detract from
the workings of the University, and,
moreover, were of such a nature as
to be of educational value, as we
have used the term. Yet this is a
judgment on the m e r i t s of this
particular situation, which is quite
different from the generality which
you proposed.
With respect to civil disobedi-
ence, something not specifically dis-
cussed in the Special Report, we are
of the opinion that the law cannot
sanction illegal acts which may be
prompted by altruistic motives. It
is the act which does the immediate
harm to society, and not the motive.
Taken to its logical, and absurd, ex-
treme, any other approach woulld
permit, say, the murder of a con-
demned prisoner, if the murder of
the condemned man was prompted
by the desire to make the world a
better place to live. Clearly such a
state of affairs would be intolerable.
It is arguable that, in the case
of civil disobedience, the "criminal"
act produces an ultimate benefit to
society. This may well be true; yet
the ultimate benefit is achieved at
the cost of the immediate harm
which is prohibited by the law. We
feel that the tactics of civil disobedi-
ence, as the tactics of non-violence,
demand of the individual partici-'
pants a certain amount of self-sacri-
fice. With those who employ non-
violence, the sacrifice is the for-
and other participants of the Re-
publican a n d Democratic conven-
tions; we think that the comparison
is invalid. A political convention is
an entity liberally dosed with bally-
hoo, meant to be taken with a cer-
tain grain of salt. The participants
realize this, the candidates usually
are cognizant of it, and the public is
sure of it. Consequently, the atmos-
phere of a political convention is a
combination of Barnum & Bailey and
zealous adherence to the particulat
cause of that election year.
A university contains large seg-
ments of ballyhoo also; yet this if
incidental to the genre of the insti-
tution-comic relief, perhaps. 'The
atmosphere is different than the con-
vention, or should be. The F S M
zealots, too, were different from the
conventioneers; they w e r e dead
serious in their emotional response
to oratorical half-truths. This is what
we found alarming.
We have written much on this,-
perhaps too much. Yet the most
pointed capsule of our response to
the FSM was contained in a few
words by Max Lerner, columnist and
Brandeis University professor. Wrote
Lerner.
"'The student movements in%
Venezuela or Argentina or South
Vietnam, which use the strike
as a political weapon, take over
the campus, and chant slogans
like automatons, are not helpful
to the intellectual life, however
helpful they may be-consciously
or unconsciously-to the larger
designs of elders using them
cynically. This may not be true
yet on the University of Califor-
nia campus, but if it should ever
become true in American Univer-
sities, it would be a step toward
darkness, not toward freedom or
maturity for the students."
-Ed.
Sir-
There is a consensus amiong
some members of the student
body that the convenience of
the Building Manager and his
staff take precedence over those
things which are in the best in-
terests of the student body gren-
ei-ally.
This notion was again sub-
stantiated on February 12, 1965,
when Phi Alpha Delta legal.
fraternity presented the C.EB.
film on pre-trial conference,
with accompanying speaker Pre-
siding Judgre Arata of the San
Francisco Superior Court. At the
conclusion of the film Judge
Arata spoke to the capacity gath-
ering in classroom B for some
25 minutes.
During this entire period Mr-.
Anderson sat in the middle of
the fourth row fi-om the rear
and made a geneinral istracti-ing
duct was unavoidable. However,
if the best interests of the stu-
dents were paramount, the pro-
jector could have been left until
the close of the assembly and,
then removed -t'O the spacious
workshop in the basement, whei-e
the rewindingr and dismantlingr
could have been conducted.
I think that the administration
in general and Mr. Anderson in
particular are obliged to convey
their apologies to Judge -Arata
for the foregoing discourtesy.
William W. Larsen
Ill-A
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At the 1960 annu-l meeting of
the Amei-ican Law Student Asso-
ciation in Washington. D. C., a
resolution was adopted that re-
(uested the American Bar Asso-
ciation to establish a loan fund
to make available educational
loans to law students of Amer-
ica. The Americass Law Student
Association further r-esolved to
assist in the development of this
p-ogi-am.
After two yeas-s of study of
other existing loan plans, the
American Law Student Associa-
tion Executive Committee, in
February 1963, voted an initial
al-location. of $5,000.00 to estab-
lish a Law Student Guarantee
Loan Fund. Realizing, howNAever,
that substantially more money
was needed to meet student loan
requirements. the American Law
S t u d e n t Association withheld
putting its progi-am into oper-a-
tion in the hope that an Amer--
ican Bar Association study then
pending wsould r-esult in financial
assistanCe and consequently a
more comprehensive pi-ogr-am.
Subsequently, the American Law
Student Association set aside an
aiditional $5,000.00 in reserve
for the loan program.
In Febinary, 1964, h pca
Committee appointed by the
American Bai- Association to
Study Finiancing in the Field of
Legal -Education, headed by Rob-
ert K. Bell, Elsq. of New Jer-sey,
made its report .to the ABA
House of Delegates. It recoin
mended and the-House approved
the establishment. of The -Amer -
ican Bar..Association Fund- for
Legal Education, and the ap-
pointment of a Managing Coin
mittee to arrange the details
necessary to put the student
loan program into operation.
Cs-cation of Managing Committee
The Managingr Committee is
composed of nine members; five
r-epresentingj the ABA Section of
rangements.
In Auglust, 1964, the final Stu-
(ent Lo,-n Gtuarantee plan was
Pdopted by the Managing Com-
mittee and a-ppioved by the ABA
lBoaid of Goverilors. Loans be-
camie available to law studlents
in Jannlasy, 1965.
How, the Plait Operates
As ianienieiits have been made
with the First National City
B.-nk of New Yor-k to -permit
loans in excc_,s of $2,000,000 to
Iaw stude nts throug5hout the
Un1e States on thewir unsecured
'DOtes. It .is expected. that this
initial lendingc capac-ity M7i Il be
inffe -sedl in the future as the
met-s become inorc fully dcfined
andr, miose supporting funds be-
comle av/ailaible.
Allocations to Law Schools
It is expected that initial de-
mands for loans will exceed the
lending capacity initially avail-
able. The Managing Committee
has invited each approved law
school to apply for the alloca-
tion of a sum fi-oin which its
students -may draw loans. The
Managaing Committee will allo-
cate the initial funds to the law
schools on the basis of these ap-
plications after a consideration
of each school's needs, resources,
emphasis upon quality of legal
education, and vigor in its own
efforts to help students meet
their financial problems.
Eligibility to Borrow
All students at American Bar
Association -approve d Ila w
schools, whether on a full-time
basis or in an extended program,
are eligible to apply for loans
after completing one full year
o1 lawstd with satisfactory
standing. Loans will be av ailable
to the extent of the school's al-
location. Only students who are
candidates for the fir-st degs-ec
in law will be considered for
loans.
Full time students in thi-ee-
year degi-ce programs may bor-
row up to $1500 per academic
year. If rou are in an extended
time program, you may borrow
up to $1000 per year. No stu-
dent may borrow mor-e than a
total of $3000 from the loan
fund, and no loans will be made
to students whose total borrow-
ng for educational purpose ex-
ceeds $6000. The minimum loan
amount is $400, and you ase en-
cous-aged to make a single loan
covering all your needs for the
academic ye ar
Loan Termis
Borr-ow ers initially sign inter-
im notes upon which simple in-
terest will -accrue, -but interest
payments. will be, deferred While
one is a. law student. in good
standing.. Interest, on the interim
notes. will be at the prime i-ate
tNow 41/2%) plus 1%. These in-
terim notes will fall due on No-
vember 1 following gi-aduation
from law school, or immediately
upon resignation f r o m law
school, loss. of academic. stand-
ing, or- failure to register for a
succeedring term.
and 6% simple interest from the
time of initial bosrowing to the
f iaal payment.
The Managing Committee has
provided for some flexibility so
that certain special repayment
arranglernients will be possible in
the case of those who undertake
ALSA SPONSORS
STUDE HT LOANS
ing the application from the
Dean and completingr it, the ap-
plication must be ceitified by
the Dean, or his formally desig-
nated faculty representative, who
will be asked to review and ap-
p-ove your academic status and
financial need. After certifica-
tion, applications may be sent
directly to the Bank for proces-
sing of the loan. Applicatioss
may be submitted only once
during an academic semester or
quarter.
Continued from Page 3-
for professor Updegraff has be-
come a favorite of the first year
class where his lucid lectures and
humorous anecdotes animate the
study of contracts. He has fur-
ther enhanced the department by
teaching his specialty, Labor
Law, to the second year students-
Like many of the professois at
Hastings, Professor Updegraff
has written an authoritative text
book entitled "The Arbitration
of Labor Disputes," fiirst as a co-
author with McCoy, and finally
as the sole author of the 1961
edition.
A sportsman of the highest
order, prof. Updegraff has seived
as the secretary of the Big 10
football league and is a senior
Rotarian. He has a son, Clai-ence
M. Updegraff Ji-., a doctor of
medicine who is pr-esently prac-
ticing in Davenport, Iowa, and
who has further added distinc-
tion to the name of Updegs'aff by
makingr the good professoi- a
grandfather.
Among his accomplishments
in the field of law are the follow-
ing: Formerly panel chairman,
hearing officer, and arbitrator-
for National War Laboi- Boai-d;
arbitrator for U. S. Conciliation
Seivice during the war; membei
of panel of arbitrators, Federal
Mediation & Conciliation Sei-v-
ice; for some time pei-manent
arbitrator for- (among othei-s)
John Deere & Co., Caterpillar
Ti-actor Co., Hinson Co., Allis-
Chalmers Co. and United Auto-
mobile Wor-kers of America; also
Union Stai-ch and Refining Co.
and Oil, Chemical & Atomic
Workers International Union.
Prof essor Updegraff has ap-
peased as a speakei- on numer-
ous university, industry and. la-
bor union conference.pr-ogr-ams
concei-ning various phases of la-
bor-managemelit relations, par-
ticulai-ly in relation to arbitra-
tion.
Fellowships in international
trade and development will be
awarded for the 1965-66 aca-
demic year by the University of
Chicagro Law School. These fel-
lowships are open to gi-aduates
of any law school in the world.
According to Professor Ken-
neth W. Dam, who will admin-
ister the progr-am, "The fell'ow-
ships are being offes-ed in an at-
tempt. to bring the techniques
and skills of legcal analysis to the
pressing pr-oblems of interna-
tional trade and economic de-
velopment. This is the fir-st time
that any United States law
school has organized a gr-aduate
research and training program
directly for this pus-pose."
The fellowship stipend is $6,-
000 for maintenance plus tuition
and fees. Fellows may work to-
ward the degree of Doctor of
Jurispr-udence tJ.S.D.). The Fel-
lows will take part throughout
the yeas- in a joint steminar with
faculty member-s. The seminar
will survey curr-ent issues in in-
tes-national trade and develop-
ment.
Fellows will also devote them-
selves to individual r-esearch
projects. They will choose their
own research topics, subject to
faculty approval. Applications
for these fellowships should be
made no later than Mar-ch. 15,
1965.
Repiertory Theater
Eugrene O'Neill's The Great
God Brown, which opened re-
cently at International Reper-
tory Theater, will. continue its
runl through Febi-uary, with per-
forinances Friday and Satus-day
nights at 8:30, Sundays. at 7:30.
Also scheduled are matinees
each Saturday and Sunday at
2:30.
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that such suits begin, and end,
in the Supreme Court.
When the Supreme Court ex-
ercises its "original" jurisdic-
tion, i.e., when it is a trial cour-t
and not an appellate court, it
does not itself sit and hear the
evidence in the case. It delegates
that task to a Special Master
w'ho takes the evidence and se-
ports his findings to the Court.
The distinguished 75-year old
scholar joined the Hastings fac-
ulty-and the College's famed
'65 Club"-in 1961 on retir-ing
from the Court of Claims. While
at Hastings, he h-A-s frequently
been assigned to sit as a mem-
ber of the U. S. Court of Ap-
peals here.
Pior to his appointmen-' to the
Court of Claims by President
Roosevelt in 1941, Judge Mad-
den had ser-ved as the first
Chairma- of the National Labor
Relations Board. He began his
earlier- teaching career at the
Univei-sity of Oklahoma College
of Law in 1914, and was Dean
of West Virgrinia University Law
School.
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* , . * Enrollment
Being a law student is the
f irst step on the ladder of a
career as a lawyer. Although
academic studies comprise the
foremost concern duringr law
school years, another major con-
cern is the development of a
conscious acquaintance with the
problems and concei-ns of the
law as a prof ession. The law
student acquires such an ac-
quaintance with his chosen field
by participating as an individual
member of his professional or-
ganization, The American Law
Stud' n' Association.
The very idea of a profession
connotes not only highly spe-
cialized knowledgre and skill, but
also an organization to protect
and promote the interests of the
profession and of its individual
members. To participate fully
the professional man must take
an active part in his association.
The Individual Membership Pro-
gram of The American Law Stu-
dent Association offers the in-
dividual '-aw student this oppor-
tunity to participate on a stu-
dent level. Even though every
law student who attends an ac-
credited law school is automati-
cally a member of ASLA, the
Individual Membership Progr-am
offers him a select opportunity
to derive benefits not available
thi-ough his school membership.
Just how does individual mem-
bership in ALSA enhance the
law student's professional stand-
ingr? Through numerous publica-
tions, ALSA keeps its individual
members informed on extra-
academic developments vital to
the student's role as a future
lawyer. These publications draw
upon legal talent and experience
from across the nation. The in-
dividual member is kept abreast
of such diverse problems of the
profession as the unauthorized
practice of law and computer-
ized legal research. Those of a
practical bent will comne to real-
ize that it is most practical for
-a law student to maintain a
working acquaintance with the
professional activities outside the
law school.
vidual members inf ormed about
available opportunities and gives
tips on how to be an effective
applicant.
As the law student's profes-
sional organization, ALSA oper-
ates with the collective strength
of thousands of law students for
the betterment of the legal pro-
fession, legal education, and its
idividual members. It maintains
a close working relationship with
the Amtrican Bar Association,
and an Associate Membership in
the ABA for senior ALSA mem-
bers is planned fo-- the near
future.
According to the 1964 edition
of the Review of Legal Educa-
tion, published by the Section of
Legal Education and Admissions
to the Bar of the American Bar
Association, law school enroll-
ments have increased by 9.511/
over the 1963-64 academic year.
1963 enrollments in ABA-ap-
proved law schools totalled 49,-
552. The 1964 figures show 54,-
265 students in attendance, a
gain of 4,713. Law school enroll-
ments have risen by 34.30/, since
1960.
The ABA publication also re-
veals that the juris doctor (J.D.)
degree is gaining in popularity
amongr the law schools. At the
close of the 1963-64 school year
10.6% of law graduates received
this higher degree in 27 law
schools. By way of illustration of
the increasing acceptance of the
juris doctor, rather than the tra-
d..'tional LL.B. degree, in 1960
only 5.9% of law students were
awarded the J.D. degree in 'only
16 schools.
The ten largest law schools in
the United States for 1964-65 are
as follows: New York Univer-
sity (2200); Harvard Law School
(1634); University of Te xa s
(1427); Brooklyn Law School
(1330); Georgetown University
(1215); Hastings College of Law
(1088); University of Michigan
(1072); Columbia University
(924); and the University of In-
diana (914).
There are 24 additional law
schools with enrollments over
500: St. John's University (896);
Fordham University (823); Univ.
of California at Berkeley (816);
Suffolk University (795); Univ.
of Southern California (785);
Boston University (738); John
Marshall L a w School (717);
Univ. of California at Los An-
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"women should not compete with
men."p
On the merits of these com-
ments, this article takes no posi-
tion. Much depends on the areas
of the law that women enter. A
recent ABA report indicates that
women lawyers have found their
niche in specific areas: research,
insurance, legal aid, domestic re-
lations and government. At Hast-
ings, one of the girls who hap-
pens to be a licensed pilot ex-
pressed an interest in the new
and fast growing field of aviation
law. Another plans to make use
of her legal education in the area
of civil rights and civil liberties.
Aside from this, the others talked
to mentioned: research, govern-
ment work, and teaching. Be-
sides criminal law, females ai-e
most wantingr in the area of legal
teaching. Nevertheless, s h o u 1 d
present proclivitie's proceed as
they are a female member- of the
"sixty-five club" seems inevitable.
Thus, the trend of female in-
filtration into the legal world is
on the increase. It is all wi-apped
up in the idea of the libertine
woman, the m od e rn women,
mother going back to school and
so on. Will "Perry" b ec om e
"Pamela Mason"; Will the U.S.
Supreme Coui-t have to install a
cloak-room for the ladies; will
male jurors be prejudiced by the
fawning of a beauteous advocate?
Subsequent studies will delve in-
to these and other matters. Until
then, take a look at the law's tra-
ditional symbol . .. Are 'not the


























An Informal poll among pa-
trons discloses that Ronald Rea-
gan is the leading contender for
the gubernatorial election i n
Calif ornia, disclosed Robert
Schwartz, owner and manager
of "Bob's Burger Basket." For
the past sever-al weeks Mr.
Schwartz has been conducting
the poll, asking customers to in-
dicate their prefei-ence in the
coming election.
"However,." c a u t i o n s
Schwartz., "both Kuchel and
Brown are rising; they are
presently tied for second
place." Among the contenders
are Goodwin Knight, Alan
Cranston, Pierre Salinger,
George Murphy, George Chris-
topher, and Dean Sammis.
Dean Sammis is sunning
str-onger than candidates Muri-
phy, Salinger, and Cranston, ex-
plained Mr. Schwartz, while the
leading candidate has 22 votes,
Murphy, Salinger. and Cranston
have but one vote apiece. Dean
Sammis, an apolitical figui-e, has
received thr-ee votes.
The present poll is still in. the
formative stage, and thus has yet
to become an accurate indication
of the strengths of the candi-
dates, But, explained Schwartz.
past polls on the Goldwater-
Rockefeller California Primary,
the Salinge- Murphy race. Propo-
sition 14, and the National Elec-
tion between Goldwater and
Johnson, all proved to be accur-
ate to less than one percent er-
ror.
Patrons of the establishment
place their- votes in a ballot box
engineer-ed from a one gallon
ice cream container. Daily re-





TO PUT IT ANOTHER WAY, WHICH COME FIRST
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With regard to Federal Law does a lawyer
Start by building his Federal practice with United States.
Code Annotated as the foundation and thereby establish that
he is equipped to answer Federal questions . - . or does he
Delay until the day he has somehow accumulated a number
of Federal questions before getting the United States Code
Annotated to find the answers?
We all know that the more a lawyer can show he is equipped
to deal with problems, the more likely he will be recom-
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